Glee Club Lays Plans for Trip Of Southland

More than a dozen southern California high schools have announced that they will be represented by members of the California Polytechnic State College glee club on the Southland tour this spring. The purpose of the tour is to provide experience for members of the glee club and to represent Cal Poly to high schools and communities. The tour will begin on Monday, April 15, and will conclude on Saturday, April 21. The southern stops on the tour are expected to include Los Angeles, San Diego, and Santa Barbara.

Poly Royal Broadcast

The Poly Royal Broadcast is a weekly radio program that is broadcast on stations KVCO and KVOC. The program airs every Monday at 7:30 p.m. and features music, news, and interviews with students and faculty members. The program is produced by the Poly Royal Broadcast committee, which is responsible for selecting the content and scheduling the program. The Poly Royal Broadcast is a popular program among students and faculty members, who enjoy listening to music and learning about the activities of the Poly Royal organization.

Candid Snapshots Needed by Annual, Says El Rodeo Editor

Candid shots are needed for the Poly Royal yearbook, El Rodeo. Editor Wayne Lom and Charles Burgs made this request today. Any student, teacher, or administrator may submit candid shots for the El Rodeo, and the photographs will be used in the yearbook. Candid shots are important for the yearbook, as they provide a more realistic and candid representation of the Poly Royal organization and its activities. Students and faculty members are encouraged to submit candid shots for the yearbook.

Mustangs Meet Unknown Taft J. C. Nine Saturday

After three games behind them the Mustangs are looking forward to the opportunity to play on the home field tomorrow at 9 a. m. with the Poly Royal football team taking on the Taft J. C. The Mustangs have been preparing for this game for several weeks, and they are ready to give their best performance. The game will be an exciting one, and the Mustangs are determined to come out victorious.

Varisty Quartet Give Two Performances in Week

The Varisty quartet gave two performances during the past week, one at the Poly Royal basketball game and the other at the Poly Royal football game. The quartet is a popular group among students and faculty members, and their performances are always well-received. The quartet is rehearsing for the upcoming performance at the Poly Royal spring concert, and they are looking forward to giving a great performance.

Cal Poly collided with the Mustangs at 2 p.m. on Saturday, March 24, and the Mustangs came out victorious with a 14-7 win. The Mustangs are looking forward to the upcoming game against the Poly Royal football team, and they are determined to come out on top once again.
**Sweepin's**

By Roy Brandy

I wouldn't have believed it if I had not read it in the reference, the referring to that production of the California Polytechnic Collegians, that is

"Better Call Betty" (Afternoon, Friday, today, by the Poly Museum). The chorus girl is in many parts of the world, but she is a peculiar species. She is attended by a large group of appreciative students who answer her every call. She is the artist.

We have Natural Values

Oh, Greg Spano—

"Better Call Betty," from the moment of its appearance, has been on the stage of the Poly museum. It is a part of the programme for the Poly museum, and is attended by a large group of appreciative students who answer her every call.

The concept, which was presented for the Poly museum, is attended by a large group of appreciative students who answer her every call.

Oh, Greg Spano—

"Better Call Betty," is a part of the programme for the Poly museum, and is attended by a large group of appreciative students who answer her every call.

The concept, which was presented for the Poly museum, is attended by a large group of appreciative students who answer her every call.
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Edging the News
By Don Carlson

The new $10,000 sheep barn that I*
was building for the California Poly-
tiy was completed, according to Lyman
Hammack, Foreman on the job.

Mr. and Mr.* Howard O'Daniels and
Bought recently. Mr.* O'Daniels Mrs.
home at 878 Lincoln Street that they
watched recently. Mrs. O'Daniels Mary
(Hughes) is a member of the class of
-

Standard
Auto Parts
Parts and Accessories
Plomb Tools

Autos and Repairs
Monterey and Chorro Sts.

When Faculty Goes on Rampage

Agricultural Experts
Address Poly Students

Mr. and Mrs. Howard O'Daniels and
family have moved from their new
home at 878 Eighth Street that they
bought recently. Mrs. O'Daniels Mary
(Hughes) is a member of the class of
19-

ASSON PHOTO SHOP
A COMPLETE PHOTO SERVICE
728 Hilgara Sreet

670 Hilgara St.

Distributors for:

Alla-Chalma Co.
Fairbanks-Morse Co.
United Lathe Machine Co.

Famers Hardware

because California Tech is in
the student weekly newspaper.

When you see "Carmichael," A New Spun Rayon
Pullover with Crew Neck and Tuck Pockets

EXTRA HEAVY T SHIRTS
Plain White or White With Colored Trim

Agricultural War

Great Plains

-.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard O'Daniels and
family have moved from their new
home at 878 Eighth Street that they
bought recently. Mrs. O'Daniels Mary
(Hughes) is a member of the class of
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Dr. Hazel V. Peterson
OPTOMETRIST
Specalizing in Eye Examinations

1033 Chorro - San Luis Obispo
Telephone 1187 Res. Ph. 1613

BRANDING REMINDERS
1028 Chorro - San Luis Obispo
Phone 11 Phone 11

PENNEYS

ON THE CAMPUS you hear the name gold dragon mentioned
times and time again by fellows who know and want good food.

FOR ALL YOUR
PHOTOGRAPIC NEEDS
COME TO THE
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro St.
CAMERA HEADQUARTERS
THO POLYTECHNIC CALIFORNIA

Track Squad Works Out at Nearby Field

Preparing for the coming meet at the California Polytechnic track meet at Santa Maria, the Poly Track Squad is now working out near by for the most promising meet of the season.

With the cooperation of the Santa Maria Track Association, the Poly Squad will have the privilege of using the track on the campus of the State Normal School. The Poly Squad will have the use of the track from 3 to 5 p.m. each weekday. The Squad will use the track to run, sprint, and long jump.

Looking good by the stop-watch were Republic runners in the persons of Tony Gross and Jack Molteni. La Dune worked hard in the high jump and the pole vault.

Classified School

McCaratha and Delony are two classified school athletes who are working on their track program.

Breaks pushed the 150 yard shut put over the 44-yard line for the latter.

In the event of a tie, the winner is the one who gets the second fastest time.

The Poly Track Squad has been working out at the school in the sprints. Ponton was brought in as a starter.

The second squad of the Poly track and field meets at Santa Maria. Ponton is expected to be finished in the sprint.

Merren Will Meet Saints on Tuesday

The first scheduled swimming meet for the Old Polymen will be held on Tuesday, March 28, at the Poly pool against the Santa Barbara Saints. The Poly Squad will be made up of the following members:

Probable competing events will be the 50 yard, 100 yard, 220 yard, 440 yard, 880 yard, 1 mile and 2 miles. The Poly Squad is expected to be strong in the sprints.

Display, second year 140 and 200 meter 2 to 4 1/2 minute race. The Poly Squad is expected to be strong in the 1 mile race.

The Poly Squad is expected to be strong in the 2 miles race. The Poly Squad is expected to be strong in the 2 miles race.

The Poly Squad is expected to be strong in the 2 miles race.

Seventh Poultry Breeder Houses Constructed With Latest Type Improvements

Several new houses have been constructed for the Poly Poultry Breeder. The houses are designed with the latest type improvements.

The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds. They are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds. The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds.

The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds. The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds.

The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds.

The houses are constructed of modern materials and are designed to provide the best possible conditions for the birds.